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Abstract 
Van Douwen, E.K., Better closed ultrafilters on Q, Topology and its Applications 47 (1992) 173-177. 
CMA (Martin’s Axiom for countable pose%) implies that for each n E fk! there is a free maximal 
closed filter on the space Q such that the filter it generates on the set Q is the intersection of n 
ultrafilters. 
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Preliminaries 
All spaces considered are normal. For a space X we identify a point a of the 
Tech-Stone remainder X” = /3X -X with 
{A c X: A closed in X and a E CL,,A}. 
Since X is normal, the set X* is the collection of all maximal free centered collections 
of closed sets in X. We call a E X” 
far if (VA E a)[A not discrete], 
crowded if (VA E a)[A not scattered], 
remote if (VA E a)[A not nowhere dense]. 
Our interest is in X* for spaces X which are crowded, i.e., have no isolated points. 
Clearly, if X is crowded, then for all a E X* 
a remote + a crowded + a far. 
1. Introduction 
Our first question is whether a E X* can generate an ultrafilter, in the purely 
set-theoretic sense, call such an a gru# Clearly, a is gruff if a is not far. Most spaces 
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of interest have disjoint dense subsets, so it does not make sense to ask if remote 
points can be gruff. How about crowded ultrafilters? Well, closed crowded subsets 
of R have size c, so a crowded gruff point of iI%* would be a uniform ultrafilter on 
R. However, such an ultrafilter is not <c-generated, and R has only c closed subsets, 
being second countable. So R has no gruff crowded ultrafilters. How about Q? 
Question 1.1. Let n EN. Does Q” have a crowded point a such that the filter on the 
set Q generated by a is the intersection of precisely n ultrafilters? (Call such an a 
n-gruff.) 
We will show that CMA implies yes. 
After the introduction of remote points in 1962 [2], considerable effort was spent 
to prove in ZFC that spaces like UJ and R have remote points, [4,1]. How about 
the existence of nonremote points ? If X is crowded, clearly each nonfar point of 
X is nonremote. More generally, if A is any noncompact closed nowhere dense 
subset of X (and a crowded space X has such a subset iff X is noncompact [3,6]), 
then each point a of the nonempty set X” nClpxA is nonremote. However, by 
normality, Cl,,A = PA, and perhaps a is not really nonremote since it is a remote 
point of A. So we call a totally nonremote if 
(VA E a)(3B E a)[B is a nowhere dense subset of A]. 
This leads to 
Question 1.2. Does Q have a crowded totally nonremote point? 
Again, CMA implies yes. In fact, yes to Question 1.1 implies yes to Question 1.2: 
Fact. Let X be crowded and metrizable. For each n E N every crowded n-grufis totally 
nonremote. 
Indeed, assume that X is crowded and metrizable, and that a E X* is an n-gruff 
for some n E N. Let a^ denote the filter in B(X) generated by a, and pick ultrafilters 
,+ 
a,,..., 6, in P(X) such that a^ = n,=, a*,. Take an arbitrary AE a and observe that 
without loss of generality we may assume that A is crowded. Now since A is crowded 
and metrizable, we can split it into n + 1 pairwise disjoint relatively dense sets, say 
A,, . . . , A+, . For each i c n there exists an index mi s n + 1 such that A,,,, E a*i. We 
may assume without loss of generality that n + 1 g {m, , . . . , m,}. Then 
u Ai E n 6, = 6, 
iG?l rsn 
which implies that there exists BE a such that B n A,,+, = 0. Since A, is dense in 
A, we conclude that B is nowhere dense in A, which is as required. 
Once it was established that some spaces have remote points it took a little while 
to find nontrivial examples of spaces without remote points [5]. But the following 
seems beyond hope. 
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Question 1.3. Is there a noncompact crowded realcompact normal space X such 
that every crowded point of X” is totally nonremote? 
2. The construction 
Let X be a set, and let 9 be a collection of subsets of X. The (possibly improper) 
filter generated by 9 will be denoted by ((9)). 
Theorem 2.1. CMA t For each n E N there is q E Qs* such that 
(a) for each scattered closed K in Q there is FE q with K n F = 0, 
(b) ((4)) is the intersection of n uZtra$lters. 
Proof. Let J& be a pairwise disjoint collection of n dense subsets of Q with U d = Q. 
For q E Q” a sufficient condition to have (b) is (VA E d)[((qlA)) is an ultrafilter on 
Q]. Then for each FE q and A E d we must have F n A E q (since otherwise there 
is GEq with GnFnA=& so GnFEq but GnFnA=O, which contradicts 
fig q[A), and the simplest way to have this is to demand that {FE q: (VAE ~4) 
[F n A = F]} generates q. 
For any B c_ P(Q) we therefore call F C_ Q %‘-good if (VB E S)[F E F n B]. (It 
is convenient to have the concept for nonclosed as well.) 
Let (T,: 5 E [o, c)), enumerate UAEd P(A), and for &E [w, c) let A, be the member 
of d with Tcs A,. 
With recursion on 17 E [w, c] we will construct a free closed filter 9$ on Q satisfying 
(1) (V(E [@,771H-~<C Fql; 
(2) l@ql = Id; 
(3) (VF E gv)[F is d-good]; 
(4) (V[E[W, 7))(3F~9,,)[Fn Tc=O or Fn(Ag-T*)=0]. 
Let us first check that if q is the closed filter on Q generated by szw, then q is as 
required: 
First we verify that q E ‘Lb*. Consider any closed G in Q. 
Case 1. There are FE 9p and A E d such that F n (A - G) = 0. 
Then F n A s An GG G. Since G is closed and F is &good, it follows that 
F=FnAsG. 
Case 2. Not Case 1, i.e., (VF E %*-)(VA E &)[F n (A - G) # 01. 
Since & is finite and since sz- is a filter base it follows from (4) that there is 
FE S22- with (VA E d)[F c A - G]. As U ti = Q it follows that F n G = 0. 
We next verify (a) and (b): (a) holds since %zu, which generates q, consists of 
closed crowded subsets of Q and since q E Q”, and (b) is clear from (4) since I&] = n 
and UJ &=Q. 
We now proceed to the construction of (9,,: 11 E [w, cl). The routine part is the 
construction of 9rq from (FE: 5 E [w, 17)) for limit 7l E [w, c]: if 77 = 0 we set s7 = 
{[n, ~0) n Q: n E N}, and if 77 > w we simply set %q = U {Ye: 5 E [w, 7)). 
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For the interesting part, the construction of 9,,+, from .Y,,, it suffices to prove 
the following: 
Claim. CMA t- Let 9 be a free closed jilter base on Q consisting of crowded d-good 
sets, with 191~ c. Let B E d and let 5’ and T be subsets of B such that S v T = B. 
There is a closed filter base ie on Q also consisting of crowded d-good sets such that 
5~9and 1%1=191 and (3G~Yl)[GnS=0orGnT=0]. 
For R E {S, T} let dppR abbreviate (a - { B}) u {R}. The proof of the Claim will be 
done in two steps, the first of which can be done without CMA. 
Step 1. For suitable R E {S, T} we construct a closed filter base 9’ consisting of 
crowded tiR-goodsets,insucha waythat 19’1 G 151 and (VFE 5)(3F’~ ~‘)[F’E F]. 
We perform a kernel construction. For R E {S, T} and F E 9 define 
K,(F) = U {L z F: L is crowded and is dR-good}. 
Fact 1. (VR E{S, T})(VFE %)[K,(F) is empty or is closed, crowded and dR- 
good]. 
Suppose that K,(F) # 0. That KR( F) is crowded and dR-good is clear. But then 
so is KR( F), and KR( F) c_ F since F is closed. 
Fact 2. (VRE{S, T})(VF, GE ~)[FE G*K,(F)s K,(G)]. 
This is trivial. 
Fact 3. (VFE 9)(3R E {S, T})[K,(F) # 01. 
Fix FE 9. We assume K,(F) = 0 and prove KT( F) # 0. 
Since K,(F)=0 we have F~ZFnSsince (VAE&-{B}=&s-_(S})[F=FnA] 
and since F is crowded. Let U = X - F n S, then F n U # 0. The fact that U is 
open implies that Fn U is crowded and also that 
(VAE&)[Fn UcFnAn UcFnAn U=(Fn U)nA]. (1) 
Since B = S u T and since, trivially, F n U n S = 0, the special case A = B of (1) 
tells us that 
FnUcFnUn(SuT)=(FnUnS)u(FnUnT)=FnUnT. 
Since Fn U is nonempty and crowded, this and (*) imply K,(F) f 0. 
Fact 4. (~RE{S, T})(VFE~)[K,(F)#~]. 
If not there are F, G E 9 with K,(F) = KT( G) = 0. Since 9 is a filter base there 
is HER with HGF~G. Then K,(H)=K,(H)=0 because of Fact 2, which 
contradicts Fact 3. 
Now take R as in Fact 4 and define 9’ = {K,(F): FE S}. Then 9’ is a closed 
filter base because of Fact 2 and the fact that 9 is a filter base. Of course 19’1 G 191 
and (VFE 8)(3F’~ 9’)[Fz F’] since (VFE ~)[Fz K,(F)], and 9’ consists of 
closed crowded tiR-good sets because of Fact 1. 
Step 2. We use CMA to construct a closed K in Q with K c IJ tiR such that 
(VF E P)[F n K is nonempty and crowded]. (Then 9 as in the Claim can be taken 
to be Su{FnK: FES’}.) 
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Since 9’ is a free closed filter base and since Q is second countable and zero- 
dimensional we can find a countable clopen base 011 for Q which is closed under 
finite unions and satisfies 
(VUE %)(3FE 9)[Fn U=O]. 
Define a countable poset $ = (LP, s) by 
lP={(p, u)E[lJd~]CWX~:pnU=O}; 
(2) 
(p, U)C(q, V) ifpzq and Uz K 
Also, 
D,={(p, U)Eu? XEPU U}, 
DF={(P, wE$:PnFf0), 
where x E Q, FE 9;’ and n E w. We claim that these D are dense. 
It should be clear that D, is dense, for x E Q. 
Next, consider FE 9’ and (p, U) E $. By (2) there is F’E 9’ with F’n U = 0. Pick 
any x E F n F’. Then (p u {x}, U) belongs to DF and extends (p, U). 
Finally, consider x E Q, F E 9, n E w and (p, U) E $. If p n F = 0, then (p, U) E 
D x,F,;n, so assume p n F # 0. For each A E d,, since F n A is crowded and F = F n A 
we can choose y, E F n A with 0 < Ix - y,l < 22” and y, e U (for U is clopen). Then 
(p u {ya: A E a,}, U) belongs to Dx,F,n and extends (p, U). 
By CMA there is a filter G on $ that meets all our D. Define 
K=U{P: @UEQ)[(P, WEGII, W=U{U:(0, U)EG}. 
Since G meets D, for each x E Q, K v W = Q. As K n W = 0 it follows that K is 
closed. For each FE 8’ we have K n F f 0 since G n D, f 0. It remains to show 
each K n F is tiR-good. Well, if x E K n F, then since x E K there is (p, U) E G with 
x E p. So since G meets D_x,F,n for each n E w, for each A E dR there is a sequence 
in K n F n A that converges to x. Consequently, K n F is dR-good. Cl 
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